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ABSTRACT

Ultra-high-energy (UHE) cosmic rays (CRs) of energies ∼ (1018 − 1020) eV, accelerated in violent

astrophysical environments, interact with cosmic background radiation fields via photo-hadronic pro-

cesses, leading to strong attenuation. Typically, the Universe would become ‘opaque’ to UHE CRs

after several tens of Mpc, setting the boundary of the Greisen-Zatsepin-Kuz’min (GZK) horizon. In

this work, we investigate the contribution of sources beyond the conventional GZK horizon to the UHE

CR flux observed on Earth, when photo-spallation of the heavy nuclear CRs is taken into account. We

demonstrate this contribution is substantial, despite the strong attenuation of UHE CRs. A signifi-

cant consequence is the emergence of an isotropic background component in the observed flux of UHE

CRs, coexisting with the anisotropic foreground component that are associated with nearby sources.

Multi-particle CR horizons, which evolve over redshift, are determined by the CR nuclear composition.

Thus, they are dependent on the source populations and source evolutionary histories.

Keywords: cosmic ray sources — ultra-high energy cosmic radiation — secondary cosmic ray — astro-

nomical radiation source — extragalactic astronomy

1. INTRODUCTION

Ultra high-energy (UHE)1 cosmic-ray (CR) events are

rare. Although the detection of UHE CRs with energies

E > 1020 eV has been reported (e.g. Bird et al. 1994,

1995), their flux J(E) at sea level, given by E3J(E) ≈
1024 eV2 m−2 s−1 sr−1, at energy E = 1020 eV (see e.g.

Abu-Zayyad et al. 2013; Ivanov 2017), implies an event

rate of only 1 particle per square km per century. Several

origins of these UHE CRs have been proposed, based on
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1 Kachelrieß & Semikoz (2019) referred to cosmic rays with energies
above 1017 eV as UHE cosmic rays. The same terminology is
adopted in this work.

the argument that charged particles can, in principle, be

accelerated to energies as high as 1020 eV in astrophysi-

cal environments, including the relativistic jets of active

galactic nuclei (AGN), the large-scale shocks associated

with galaxy clusters, and neutron stars, as indicated by

the Hillas (1984) criteria.

High energy CR protons and nuclei interact with pho-

tons, and these interactions lead to the generation of

lower energy subatomic particles. Cosmic Microwave

Background (CMB) radiation and Extra-galactic Back-

ground Light (EBL) permeate the Universe, and these

provide a target for UHE CR interactions, via photo-

hadronic processes. Such photo-hadronic interactions

attenuate the flux of CRs at high energies, setting an

energy limit above which the CR flux detected at Earth

would drop very substantially. This energy is around
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∼ 1020 eV (Greisen 1966; Zatsepin & Kuz’min 1966)

and is known as the Greisen-Zatsepin-Kuz’min (GZK)

limit (For reviews of GZK limit, see e.g. Watson 2014;

Kachelrieß & Semikoz 2019). Photo-hadronic interac-

tions also limit the intergalactic distance over which CR

protons and nuclei can travel. For instance, the expected

survival distance of a CR proton of Ep ≈ 3 × 1020 eV

traversing through a blackbody radiation field of a tem-

perature 2.7 K), is < 30 Mpc (see e.g. Kachelrieß &

Semikoz 2019). This has led to a belief that the extra-

galactic UHE CR flux with E ∼ 1020 eV detected on

Earth is likely comprised of CRs originating in nearby

foreground sources within a horizon (hereafter, referred

to as the ‘GZK horizon’) of radius ∼ 50 Mpc, and a

residual, heavily-attenuated background flux from more

distant source populations.2

If we accept the Hillas (1984) criteria strictly, the num-

ber of possible UHE CR sources within the GZK hori-

zon is limited. Because of this and the close proximity

of sources, if the propagation of UHE protons and nuclei

is ballistic3, their arrival directions as observed at Earth

would not be isotropic. Instead, they would be preferen-

tially oriented towards nearby UHE CR sources that fall

within the GZK horizon. Recent studies (for reviews, see

Kotera & Olinto 2011; Deligny et al. 2017; Alves Batista

et al. 2019b; Rieger 2019) have searched for anisotropies

in the arrival directions of UHE CRs (Abreu et al. 2010;

Aab et al. 2014, 2015; Pierre Auger Collaboration et al.

2017; Aab et al. 2018; Abbasi et al. 2018), with Pierre

Auger Collaboration et al. (2017) reporting a detection

for CRs of energies above 8 × 1018 eV at a significance

> 5.2σ (see section 4.2 for further discussion). Comple-

mentary studies investigating correlations between UHE

CR arrival directions and catalogues of possible sources

(in particular, AGN) have also returned encouraging re-

sults (see Pierre Auger Collaboration et al. 2007; Abreu

et al. 2010). However, stronger correlations result if the

UHE CR flux arriving at Earth is considered to have two

components: an anisotropic source component (presum-

ably from nearby high-energy cosmic accelerators), and

an isotropic background component (Kim & Kim 2011).

2 Contributions from source populations beyond ∼50 Mpc were
considered in Berezinsky & Grigor’eva (1988), where UHE CR
flux from sources up to z ∼ 1.17 were shown to provide a non-
negligible component of the detected flux; see also Kalashev et al.
(2008) for more recent work considering the contribution from
sources up to a few hundred Mpc.

3 The propagation of charged UHE CRs is influenced by the
strength and structure of the magnetic fields in intergalactic
space. CRs of higher energy E and/or lower charge Z (i.e. with
higher rigidity R = E/Z) are deflected less. However, CRs with
energies > 2 × 1019 eV would experience little deflection (≤ 10
degrees) over ∼ 100 Mpc (Alves Batista et al. 2019b).

In this work, we investigate the interactions of UHE

CRs with the CMB and EBL, considering in particular

how photo-spallation and photo-pion interactions affect

the propagation and attenuation of UHE CR nuclei. We

investigate how much of the UHE CR flux originates

from distant sources, and assess its dependence on CR

composition and source population models. We show

that distant CR sources, together with secondary CRs

produced by photo-spallation could supply a significant

isotropic flux in the UHE CRs observed at Earth. The

paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, we intro-

duce our models for the propagation and interaction

of energetic CR nuclei through intergalactic radiation

fields, accounting for the relevant micro-physics and par-

ticle interactions. In Section 3, we introduce our CR

source population, composition and spectral model. We

present our results in Section 4 and summarize our find-

ings and present conclusions in Section 5.

2. COSMOLOGICAL INTERACTIONS AND

PROPAGATION OF COSMIC RAYS

2.1. Ultra high-energy cosmic ray interactions

2.1.1. Protons and neutrons

Energetic protons interact with ambient radiation

fields to produce leptons and pions. These photo-

hadronic interactions are dominated by Bethe-Heitler

(BH) photo-pair production (Bethe & Heitler 1934) and

photo-pion production processes. Photo-pair processes

proceed as

A′ + γ → A + l+ + l− , (1)

where A′ and A are nucleons before and after the inter-

action respectively, while l+ and l− are the leptons and

anti-leptons produced in this process. As photo-electron

pair production contributes most to photo-pair CR en-
ergy losses (see e.g. Blumenthal 1970; Klein 2006) over

the range of energies of interest in this work4, we con-

sider only the production of electrons (e−) and positrons

(e+). Without loss of generality, hereafter we do not

distinguish between electrons and positrons unless oth-

erwise stated, and both are referred to as “electrons”.

Photo-pion production operates mostly through the

following channels: (i) resonant single-pion production,

(ii) direct single-pion production, and (iii) multiple-pion

production (Mücke et al. 1999)5. Resonant single-pion

4 See Stepney & Guilbert (1983) for an analytical fit for the effec-
tive cross-section of this process, which we adopt in our calcula-
tions.

5 Processes such as diffractive scattering (among others) may also
operate, but are less important and do not arise at a rate com-
parable to those of the dominant channels.
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production arises through the production of ∆+ in-

termediaries, which decay predominantly through the

channels:

p + γ → ∆+ →


p + π0 → p + 2γ

n + π+ → n + µ+ + νµ

e+ + νe + ν̄µ

(2)

(see Berezinsky & Gazizov 1993). The decays produce

charged and neutral pions, and their branching ratios

(BRs) are roughly 2/3 and 1/3 respectively. The pions

will further decay, producing cascades of lower-energy

particles. Multi-pion production occurs at higher en-

ergies (see Mücke et al. 1999), and when the invariant

interaction energy exceeds εr ≈ 3500, charged and neu-

tral pion production can arise with high multiplicities.

For the energy range of interest in this work, each type

of pion is produced in roughly equal proportion when all

processes and the efficiencies of their production chan-

nels are taken into account (see Dermer & Menon 2009).

Calculations for interaction lengths and their corre-

sponding path lengths in blackbody intergalactic radi-

ation fields were presented in Owen et al. (2018) and

Owen et al. (2019). The same treatment is also adopted

in this work. We note that free neutrons are produced

in photo-hadronic interactions, as the one described in

Equation (2), and these neutrons will undergo a β−-

decay:

n→ p + e− + ν̄e , (3)

with a mean life of 880 s (Nakamura 2010). A neutron

will decay into a proton, an electron and an electron

anti-neutrino if it does not collide and interact with

other particles. In astrophysical environments, before

β−-decay occurs, a neutron could interact with the ra-

diation field, leading to pion production:

n + γ → ∆0 →

p + π−

n + π0
. (4)

The BRs for ∆0 → π− and ∆0 → π0 are 1/3 and 2/3

respectively near the energy threshold of the interaction

(Hümmer et al. 2010).

The rates of photo-pion interactions for neutrons and

protons do not differ much. Thus, the interaction cross-

section and path length for high-energy neutrons can

be approximated by the corresponding values for pro-

tons (Hümmer et al. 2010; Romero & Gutiérrez 2020)6.

Despite the short mean life for neutron decay, neutrons

can still traverse a long distance to collide with another

particle or a photon because of time dilation resulting

from their relativistic motion. However, in this work,

we seek to assess the propagation distances and spec-

tral form of UHE CRs based on their nucleon number

A, with their charge only being consequential to spec-

ify the injection spectrum of each species. We assume

that the injection of A = 1 UHE CRs is dominated by

protons, while CR neutrons only emerge as the interac-

tion products of primary CRs. As such, we model the

interactions and propagation of UHE CR neutrons and

protons in the same way and do not distinguish between

the two species7.

There are several consequences of the photo-pion pro-

cesses. An isotropic cosmogenic neutrino component

has been attributed to decaying pions arising from

photo-pion interactions of CRs with intergalactic radia-

tion fields (Allard et al. 2006; Rodrigues et al. 2021).

Moreover, electrons produced in a photo-pion cas-

cade, together with those electrons formed by BH pair-

production, could up-scatter the ambient low-energy

photons to γ-rays, producing a diffuse γ-ray flux. In

comparison with the γ-rays produced directly from the

decay of neutral pions (a product of the photo-pion pro-

cess), this Compton-scattered component is expected to

be substantially weaker8.

2.1.2. Nuclei

CR nuclei interact with radiation fields via BH pair

production, (nuclear) photo-pion production and nu-

clear photo-spallation. BH pair production proceeds as

N1
′ + γ → N1 + l+ + l− (5)

6 The total interaction cross-sections for protons and neutrons only
begin to differ substantially at much lower energies than of inter-
est here, below 140 MeV (Morejon et al. 2019). At low energies,
Thomson scattering and pair-production is possible for protons
but is much weaker for neutrons (Gould 1993).

7 This would only differ in the presence of large-scale intergalactic
magnetic fields which would deflect and modify the propagation
of relativistic protons, but not neutrons. Such effects are not
expected to substantially affect our results, and these details are
left to dedicated future studies.

8 Note that Compton scattered γ-ray cascades can be substantial
when initiated by high-energy γ-rays. In these cascades, energetic
γ-ray photons initiate pair-production in low-energy cosmologi-
cal radiation fields as they propagate, with the electron pairs
Compton up-scattering ambient photons back to γ-ray energies,
leading to a reprocessing effect on high-energy γ radiation (e.g.
Domı́nguez et al. 2011; Gilmore et al. 2012; Inoue et al. 2013;
Owen et al. 2021). This is a separate process from the production
of diffuse γ-rays by electrons formed in the photo-pion cascade,
which are referred to instead as cosmogenic.
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(Blumenthal 1970), where N1
′ and N1 are the nuclei

before and after the interaction respectively. The BH

process is Z2 times faster for nuclei with charge number

Z than for protons. Photo-pion production channels are

the same for nuclei as they are for protons (see Section

2.1.1), with corresponding interaction products: for ex-

ample, nuclear photo-pion processes can also contribute

to cosmogenic neutrino production. However, during

their interactions, higher kinetic energies are available

for nuclei compared to that for protons. The contri-

bution of protons is typically weighted by a factor of

A = mN1
/mp (e.g., see Stecker 1979; Dermer & Menon

2009), which implies that heavier nuclei would lose more

energy during photo-pion interactions than lighter nu-

clei.

The main nuclear photo-spallation channels are

N1 →

 N2 + p

N3 + 2p
, (6)

where N1 is the primary nucleus of an atomic mass A,

and N2 and N3 are the secondary nuclei of atomic masses

A− 1 and A− 2 respectively (Stecker 1969; Puget et al.

1976; Stecker & Salamon 1999; Ahlers & Salvado 2011).

Note that neutrons can also be emitted instead of pro-

tons in this process. Other branches, which remove more

than 1 or 2 nucleons, may occur in a single interaction.

These processes, however, occur with much lower prob-

ability and are not included in our calculations.

Photo-spallation (disintegration) is dominated by the

formation of the Giant Dipole Resonance (GDR) inter-

mediary. The process may be considered as a two-step

mechanism (Puget et al. 1976), where the first stage

involves the photo-absorption by a nucleus and the sub-

sequent stage is the emission of a single or multiple nu-

cleons from the nucleus via a (statistical) decay (Hay-

ward 1960). Supposing that each of these emitted nu-

clei retain a fraction of 1/A of the primary nucleus in a

photo-spallation event, an approximate relation can be

obtained from the energy partition between nucleons as

εA−1 ≈
(
A− 1

A

)
εA , (7)

such that the energy of the produced secondary nuclei

can be estimated in an interaction (see Dermer & Menon

2009). Here, εA and εA−1 are, respectively, the dimen-

sionless energies of the nuclei before and after a photo-

spallation event, with εA = EA/mec
2 = γA(mA/me)

and a similar expression for εA−1. A consequence of

the photo-spallation of heavy nuclei is the production of

lighter nuclei in large numbers. Each of these secondary

nuclei interacts with ambient radiation, hence initiat-

ing a new chain of photo-spallation. UHE CR nucleons

thus litter traces of particles along their paths when they

propagate across the Universe.

2.2. Cosmological propagation of energetic particles

The propagation of energetic particles in intergalac-

tic space is described by the transport equation. In the

regime appropriate for this study, it may take the fol-

lowing form:

∂NA
∂ t

= −∇ · SA +
∂

∂ εA

[
bNA

]
+QA − ΛANA . (8)

Here, εA is the energy (of the particles) and b is the

rate of energy loss (presumably caused by cooling). The

index A denotes the nuclear species. In this work, we re-

late nuclear charge to mass following the correspondence

presented in Puget et al. (1976). The charge of a species

is not strictly set unambiguously by its mass. However,

in most cases, there is a clear relation between the mass

number of an UHE CR and its species/charge, with al-

ternative isotopes being unstable and not being prefer-

entially formed9. We further define NA as the number

density of the particles with mass number A, while SA
is the CR streaming term, which is given by cNA in the

observer’s frame if diffusion is negligible (e.g. Webb &

Gleeson 1979). QA is the source term specifying the rate

of particle injection. ΛANA is the sink term specifying

the rate of particle loss, with an efficiency set by the

parameter ΛA. In cosmological settings, we assign NA
as the co-moving number density of a particle species.

Therefore, NA = nA(1 + z)−3, where nA is the phys-

ical number density of a particle species, and z is the

cosmological redshift.

The streaming of UHE CRs is effectively the speed of

light, c. Thus, Equation (8) becomes

∂nA
∂ t

= −c∂ nA
∂ s

+
∂

∂ εA

[
bnA

]
+(1+z)3QA−ΛAnA , (9)

9 This is with the exception of A = 5 and A = 8, which do not
form stable isotopes. Since the radioactive decay timescale is less
than the one-nucleon photo-spallation timescale for all but 53Mn,
26Al and 10Be, we assume that the decay brings the secondary
nucleus to the line of nuclear stability before the next photo-
collision (Stecker & Salamon 1999). As such, we consider the
abundances of nuclei with A = 5 and A = 8 to be zero, and that
decays which would yield such products would instead undergo
double nucleon photo-spallation to the next stable species in the
decay chain.
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with s as the comoving distance. In terms of the cosmo-

logical redshift, this may be expressed as

∂

∂ t
nA(εA, z) = −c

(
ds

dz

)−1
∂

∂z
nA(εA, z)

+
∂

∂ εA

[
bA(εA, z)nA(εA, z)

]
+QA(εA, z)− ΛAnA(εA, z) , (10)

where QA = QA(1 + z)3. In a Friedmann-Lemâıtre-

Robertson-Walker (FLRW) universe,

ds

dz
=

c E(z)

H0 (1 + z)
, (11)

and

E(z) =
[
Ωr,0(1 + z)4 + Ωm,0(1 + z)3 + ΩΛ,0

]−1/2
(12)

(see, e.g. Peacock 1999), where Ωm,0 = 0.315 ± 0.007,

Ωr,0 ≈ 0 and ΩΛ,0 = 0.685 ± 0.007 are the nor-

malised density parameters for matter, radiation and

dark energy respectively. The present value of the

Hubble parameter H0 = 100 h km s−1Mpc−1, where

h = 0.673± 0.006 (Planck Collaboration et al. 2020).

A quasi-steady condition is adopted in our calcula-

tions, and this greatly simplifies the procedures involved

in solving the particle-transport equations. The quasi-

steady condition is justified, as the time of propagation

of the particles across length-scales of the order of their

horizons is much shorter than the Hubble time. Setting

∂t = 0, Equation (10) becomes

∂nA
∂z

=
1

c

[
∂

∂εA
(bAnA) +QA − ΛAnA

]
ds

dz
, (13)

which will be used in Section 2.2.1 for the transport

calculations of CR protons and nuclei.

2.2.1. Interaction rates

The source term in Equation (13) has two compo-

nents,

QA = Qa +Qsp . (14)

Here, Qa specifies the rate primary nuclei are supplied

by a source population of cosmic accelerators, and is de-

fined by the source population, its evolution (specified

by redshift, z), and the CR energy εA and mass number

A (our adopted models are discussed in Section 3). Qsp

is the rate of production of secondary nuclei from photo-

spallation of heavy nuclei (i.e. the particle cascade con-

tribution). We consider that the injected particles are

represented by 1H, 4He, 14N, 28Si and 56Fe (with their

relative abundance fractions detailed in Section 3). The

spallation (disintegration) of heavy CR nuclei produces

secondary nuclei with mass numbers ranging from 55 to

1, and the injection rate of secondary nuclei (for mass

number less than 56) by photo-spallation particle cas-

cades is given by

Qsp
A(z, εA) =

∑
A′

∫ εmax

εmin

dεA′
RA

′

A nA′

(1 + z)3
. (15)

Here, εmin and εmax are the minimum and maximum en-

ergies considered in our calculations. We set the lowest

energy to be εminmec
2 = 3.98 × 1018 eV, as it is not

clear if the cosmic ray spectrum is dominated by extra-

galactic particles at lower energies than this (Giacinti

et al. 2012; Aloisio et al. 2014). The maximum energy

is set to be εmaxmec
2 = 3.16 × 1020 eV, corresponding

to the most energetic UHE CRs detected at Earth –

see Bird et al. 1995. The summation in Qsp
A(z, εA) ac-

counts for the primary nuclei from A′ up to A = 56,

where the photo-spallation injection rate for the most

massive species under consideration (i.e. Qsp
56) is zero.

Qsp
A is dependent on nA′ (where A′ > A). As such, we

solve Equation (13) from the CR nuclear species with

largest A(= 56) to those with the smallest A(= 1 for pro-

tons/neutrons). RA
′

A (εA′ , εA, z) is the differential rate of

the photo-spallation of species with mass number A′ into

species with mass number A, in the lab frame, in the

presence of a soft photon field nph(εph). If the radiation

field is considered to be isotropic, this can be expressed

as

RA
′

A =
c

2γ2
A

∫ ∞
0

dεph

{
nph(εph)

εph
2

×
∫ 2γA′ εph

0

dεr εrσA′→A(εr)

}
(16)

(see Dermer & Menon 2009). Here, γA′ is the Lorentz

factor of the primary nucleus, σA′→A(εr) is the photo-

spallation cross-section of the primary nucleus of A′ to

produce a secondary nucleus of A, and εr is the total in-

variant interaction energy (in a dimensionless form). For

a blackbody radiation field10, the integrals in Equation

(16) can be evaluated analytically. This simplifies the

calculations for the region where the CMB dominates

the radiation field, or the EBL if it is approximated as

a summation of blackbody spectra (see Appendix A).

In the two-step mechanism for photo-spallation,

proper accounting for the physical processes in both

10 The photon number density of a blackbody radiation field may
be expressed as nph(εph) = f (8π/λc

3){εph
2/[exp(εph/Θ) − 1]},

where λc is the Compton wavelength of an electron and Θ =
kBT/mec2. f = 1 for an unmodified black-body radiation field,
e.g. the CMB, but f < 1 in the case of a diluted radiation field
(e.g. EBL components).
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steps are required in order to obtain an accurate value

for the cross-section (Puget et al. 1976). For the case of

single nucleon emission, the cross-section can, however,

be adequately approximated by a Lorentzian:

σ1(εr) =
σ0,Aεr

2∆n
2

(ε02 − εr2)2 + εr2∆n
2 (17)

(see Karakula & Tkaczyk 1993; Wang et al. 2008).

Photo-spallation may result in multiple nucleon emission

when εr is above 30 MeV or below the pion-production

threshold (' 150 MeV), albeit with a much smaller

cross-section and lower rate. A more complicated ex-

pression is available to describe this variation in the

cross-section (see Puget et al. 1976), which is appro-

priate when the ambient radiation field has a very hard

spectrum (see Wang et al. 2008). However, for GZK

attenuation calculations, the ambient radiation fields

which dominates the interactions are the CMB and EBL,

for which the simplified expression for the cross-section

is sufficient.

For analytical tractability, this formulation can be

simplified further by replacing the Lorentzian with a

delta-function:

σ1(εr) = σ0,A ∆nδ(εr − ε0) (18)

(Wang et al. 2008; Dermer & Menon 2009). This

still yields a photo-spallation rate correct to within an

order-of-magnitude (Wang et al. 2008), which is suffi-

cient for the purposes of our demonstrative model. In

Equation (18), the width of the cross-section in energy

∆n = 8 MeV, is given by the energy bandwidth of

the giant resonance, and the (dimensionless) energy at

which the giant resonance cross-section peaks is given

by ε0 = 83.46 A−0.21 for A > 4, and ε0 = 1.81A2.433

for A ≤ 4 (Karakula & Tkaczyk 1993). The maximum
value of the cross-section is σ0,A = 1.45 × 10−27A cm2

(Wang et al. 2008). Substitution of this cross-section,

given in Equation (18), into Equation (16) yields

R1 = −4πf(z)cσ0,A∆nε0Θ(z)

γA2λc
3

× ln

[
1− exp

( −ε0
2γAΘ(z)

)]
(19)

(see also Dermer & Menon 2009, for an expression de-

rived under similar circumstances). Here, λc is the

Compton wavelength of electron, Θ = kBT/mec
2 is the

dimensionless temperature of the radiation field, and

f = 1 for a blackbody radiation field, e.g. the CMB,

but f(z) < 1 in the case of diluted blackbody radi-

ation (e.g. redshift-dependent EBL components – see

Appendix A). This rate can also be used to compute

the specific absorption rate of UHE CR nuclei due to

photo-spallation. For this, we adopt the single-nucleon

emission approximation of Wang et al. (2008), giving

Λsp
A ≈

R1

A
. (20)

This forms a component of the sink (or absorption) term

in the transport equation, i.e Equation (13).

Adopting the single nucleon approximation simplifies

Equation (15) to

Qsp
A(z, εA) ≈ 1

(1 + z)3

∫ εmax

εmin

dεA′R1nA′ (21)

for nuclei with mass number A > 1, and

Qsp
1(z, ε1) ≈ 1

(1 + z)3

{
2

∫ εmax

εmin

dε2R1n2

+
∑
A′

∫ εmax

εmin

dεA′R1nA′

}
(22)

for A = 1 nuclei. Here we do not distinguish between

protons and neutrons (see Section 2.1.1), and the first

term in Equation (22) accounts for the photo-splitting

of A = 2 nuclei into two individual nuclei.

Nuclei can also be absorbed by photo-pion interac-

tions. The expression of the interaction reaction rate in

this case takes the same form as that given by Equation

(16), but with the substitution of the pion-production

cross-section, σAπ. In this work, we also approximate

this with a delta-function

σAπ =
πσ0ΓresA

2
δ(ε− εres) , (23)

where Γres is introduced as the resonance width. Adopt-

ing the same parameterisation of εres and σ0 as Unger

et al. (2015)11 (see also, e.g. Moncada et al. 2017), we

obtain εres ≈ 665, σ0 = 5.0 × 10−28cm2, and Γres =

150 MeV. By substituting Equation (23) into Equa-

tion (16) we obtain an analytical expression for the in-

11 This was based on the computed cross-section values in Kampert
et al. (2013); Alves Batista et al. (2013) using tools provided
online at https://github.com/CRPropa/CRPropa3-data.

https://github.com/CRPropa/CRPropa3-data
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teraction rate:

RAπA =
4πf c

γA2λc
3

∫ ∞
0

dεph

{
1

exp [εph/Θ]− 1

×
∫ 2γAεph

0

dεr εrπσ0
Γres

2
Aδ(εr − εres)

}
= −2π2 f cσ0ΓresAεresΘ

γA2λc
3

× ln

[
1− exp

( −εres

2γAΘ

)]
, (24)

where the last line expresses the rate in a similar form

to that for photo-spallation, which is given in Equa-

tion (19). The corresponding specific absorption rate of

CRs due to photo-pion interactions then follows simply

as

ΛAπA =
RAπA
A

, (25)

such that the overall sink term for nuclei, for use in

Equation (13), may be written as

ΛA = Λsp
A + ΛAπA . (26)

The other CR interactions described in Section 2.1

typically operate as continuous loss processes, or such

that only a small fraction of the particle’s energy is

transferred in a single interaction. These can be mod-

elled as cooling processes and the total cooling rate ex-

perienced by an UHE CR, in terms of the dimensionless

energy of the nucleon (again, we retain our earlier con-

vention where energies are in units of electron rest mass),

therefore consists of three components:

b = −dε/dt = bγAA + brad + bad , (27)

where bγAA is the cooling rate due to photo-pair pro-

duction, brad is the radiative cooling rate, and bad is the

adiabatic cooling rate of UHE CR nuclei as they propa-

gate through an expanding cosmology.

In our calculations for photo-pair production, the in-

variant dimensionless interaction energy εr & 60, so a

fitted approximation for the inelastic cross-section of

photo-pair losses is available (see Jost et al. 1950; Bethe

& Maximon 1954; Blumenthal 1970; Stepney & Guilbert

1983):

σγA(εr) ≈
{

7

6π
αf ln

[
εr
kγe

]}
σT , (28)

where αf is the fine structure constant, σT is the Thom-

son cross-section, and kγe is a fitting constant which we

set as 2.0 (see Owen et al. 2018). The CR cooling rate

due to photo-pair losses can then be expressed as

bγAA = −dεA
d t

= −f(z)Z2
A c

2γAA

∫ ∞
γA−1

dεph

{
1

exp [εph/Θ(z)]− 1

×
∫ 2γAεph

2

dεr εrσ
γA(εr)√

1 + 2εr

}
(29)

(Dermer & Menon 2009; Aloisio et al. 2013a), where

the lower boundary value of the inner integral follows

from at least one pair of electrons being formed by the

process. As in Owen et al. (2019), we assume that

the electron-positron pairs are produced in the zero-

momentum frame of the interaction, and the interac-

tion energy is completely dominated by the contribu-

tion from the interacting nucleus (see also Protheroe &

Johnson 1996; Dermer & Menon 2009). This yields

bγA
A(εA) ≈ −f Z

2
A cαfσTFγe(u)

λc
3γA2Au5/2

, (30)

where the dimensionless variable u = (γAΘ)−1, and the

function Fγe(u) takes the same form as that in Owen

et al. (2019).

Radiative cooling is dominated by Compton scattering

with the ambient radiation field. It arises at a rate of

brad(εA, z) = −4

3

σTU(z)

mec

[
εA

1/2ZA
A

(
me

mp

)]4

(31)

(cf. the expression given in Puget et al. 1976), where

U(z) is the energy density of the radiation field (at red-

shift z). Note that, here, brad is dependent on the charge

of the nuclei ZA.

Adiabatic losses due to cosmological expansion occur

at a rate

bad(εA, z) = −εAH0 E(z) (32)

(see Gould 1975; Berezinsky & Grigor’eva 1988; Berezin-

sky et al. 2006), where E(z) is given by Equation (12).

We compare the relative importance of each of these

cooling and interaction processes in Figure 1, where the

effective path length of an UHE CR nucleus (`A) is de-

fined as the characteristic distance over which the CR

loses its energy. This can be estimated from the cooling

rate b using `A = c [|b|/εA]−1. In Figure 1, we show the

effective loss lengths for UHE CR nuclei (A = 1 for pro-

tons, A = 4 for 4He nuclei and A = 56 for 56Fe nuclei) in

intergalactic conditions at z = 0, with continuous losses

due to pair production and adiabatic losses shown by the

solid lines. These are compared to conditions at z = 3 in

Figure 2, where the background radiation fields are more
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intense (leading to faster photo-pair losses and higher

photo-pion and photo-spallation rates, but lower adia-

batic loss rates due to the relatively lower rate of cosmic

expansion at z = 3 compared to the present Universe).

Radiative losses are inconsequential in all cases. For the

purposes of comparison, we also estimate correspond-

ing effective path lengths for UHE CRs due to processes

which we regard as absorption in our calculations, where

a substantial amount of energy is lost by the CR in a

single interaction. These are photo-pion production and

photo-spallation – note that photo-spallation only af-

fects nuclei with A > 1, and so protons (A = 1) are only

affected by absorption through photo-pion interactions.

These effective path lengths are distinguished as dashed

lines in Figure 1, and are estimated by approximating

these stochastic absorption process as a continuous loss

process. This allows an equivalent cooling rate to be

estimated as bAπA ≈ −εAΛAπA for pion-production, or

as bspA ≈ −εAΛsp
A f or photo-spallation12. Although

approximated as continuous losses for the comparative

purpose of Figures 1 and 2, our later calculations fully

account for photo-pion and photo-spallation processes

as absorption.

3. SOURCE POPULATIONS

We adopt a parametrised model to describe the injec-

tion rate of CRs:

Qa
A(z, εA, A) = Qa

A(1 + z)−3

= C0(1 + z)−3ψx(z)
d

dεA

(
dn?

dt

)
, (33)

where Qa
A and Qa

A are the comoving and physical

source terms, respectively. The normalisation C0 is dis-

cussed in Section 3.2. ψx(z) is the evolutionary function

describing the distribution of a CR source population
(the specific model is denoted by x) with respect to red-

shift z and is discussed in Section 3.1, and dn?/dt is

the volumetric injection rate of CRs by a source in that

population.

3.1. Redshift distribution

12 This is only suitable as an approximation, and is not strictly
valid as the fractional energy loss in a particular interaction
could be substantial (see e.g. Owen et al. 2018). Thus, parti-
cle energy losses are stochastic in nature, which introduces an
additional statistical broadening to the absorption locations of
UHE CRs impacted by this process. This broadening can change
the mean path length by a factor of a few, and is particularly
severe at high energies where the analytical path-length expres-
sion derived from the continuous approximation begins to differ
substantially from that computed using a more appropriate nu-
merical approach (Dermer & Menon 2009).
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Figure 1. The characteristic lengths of energy-loss for nuclei
traversing through background (CMB and EBL) cosmolog-
ical radiation fields at z = 0, for various cooling and ab-
sorption processes. Panels from top to bottom correspond
to protons (1H) , Helium (4He) and Iron (56Fe) CR nuclei.
Adiabatic losses due to cosmological expansion are repre-
sented by the grey lines; pair production by the red curves;
photo-pion production by the blue dashed curves; and photo-
spallation by the green dashed curves. Here, solid lines and
curves denote continuous cooling loss, and dashed curves de-
note absorptive cooling loss. The solid black curves represent
the total cooling.
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Figure 2. Total characteristic energy-loss distances of CR protons (1H, black curves), Helium (4He, green curves) and Iron
(56Fe, red curves) in background (CMB and EBL) cosmological radiation fields at z = 0 (left panel) and z = 3 (right panel). The
corresponding energy-loss distances for adiabatic cooling due to cosmological expansion (grey lines) are shown for comparison.
The cooling losses are stronger at z = 3, because of a strong CMB radiation field, but the adiabatic losses are less severe.

Four source populations are considered, and defined

to a maximum redshift zmax = 3. This maximum red-

shift is chosen because it would be extremely unlikely

that UHE CRs could reach us from greater distances,

given their suppression by photo-hadronic interactions

with the CMB and radiation emitted from astrophysical

objects during their propagation in intergalactic space.

Each of the source population models we consider fol-

lows a different redshift evolution. The first model (re-

ferred to as the star formation rate, or SFR, model) is

based on the redshift evolution of cosmic star formation

(also adopted by Muzio et al. 2019), and takes the form:

ψSFR(z) = ψ0
SFR

(1 + z)k1

1 + [(1 + z)/k2]k3
, (34)

where k1 = 2.7, k2 = 2.9 and k3 = 5.6 are empirical fit-

parameters inherited from the best-fit function of Madau

& Dickinson (2014) (see also Robertson et al. 2015)13.

Our second model choice is a parameterised redshift

distribution of gamma-ray bursts (and is referred to as

the GRB model hereafter). It follows the form presented

in Wang et al. (2011):

ψGRB(z) = ψ0
GRB (1 + z)k4 ψSFR(z) , (35)

where k4 = 1.4. This is based on indications from Swift

observations that the GRB rate is enhanced relative

13 Alternative forms are adopted by some other researchers, for
example, see Wang et al. (2011); Alves Batista et al. (2019a)
and Palladino et al. (2020), which used the redshift distribution
of Yüksel et al. (2008) instead.

to the SFR at high-redshift (Le & Dermer 2007; see

also Yüksel & Kistler 2007)14.

We introduce a third model to describe an AGN

source population (referred to as the AGN source model

hereafter). For this, we adopt the parametrisation of

Hasinger et al. (2005) (see also Ahlers et al. 2009; Wang

et al. 2011; Alves Batista et al. 2019a),

ψAGN(z) = ψ0
AGN


(1 + z)k5 (z < z1)

z2
k5 (z1 ≤ z < z2)

z2
k5 · z2

z2−z (z ≥ z2)

,

(36)

where k5 = 5.0, z1 = 1.7, z2 = 2.7, which is largely

consistent with the results in the later survey studies on

AGN populations, e.g. Silverman et al. (2008); Ajello

et al. (2012) (which were both adopted by Jacobsen et al.

2015, in the study of spectral and evolutionary proper-
ties of UHE neutrinos), and Ueda et al. (2014). There

are various uncertainties in modelling other AGN con-

tributions to the UHE CR flux. While it is unlikely that

the results obtained from our parametrised model would

need substantial revision, these uncertainties, e.g., those

concerning the AGN evolution, could have detectable ef-

fects on the spectral properties of UHE CRs at Earth.

As the origins of UHE CRs are still to be determined,

some studies adopted a simple power-law parametrisa-

tion of the redshift evolution of the source model, in the

form (1+z)kPLW , where kPLW is a fit parameter to be de-

termined (e.g. Taylor et al. 2015; Aab et al. 2017; Jiang

14 Note that alternative models are used in other studies to rep-
resent a GRB redshift distribution, for instance Alves Batista
et al. (2019a) instead adopt the GRB source redshift distribution
of Wanderman & Piran (2010).
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Figure 3. Redshift distributions of the four source models,
SFR, GRB, AGN and PLW. Their corresponding normalized
redshift evolution functions are given in Equations (34), (35),
(36), and (37) respectively.

et al. 2020). Although our other three source models

are more physically-motivated, for comparison we also

consider such a power-law parametrisation (referred to

as the PLW model), defined as

ψPLW(z) = ψ0
PLW (1 + z)kPLW , (37)

with kPLW = −1.6, the best-fit value obtained by Alves

Batista et al. (2019a). In Equations (34) - (37), ψ0
SFR,

ψ0
GRB, ψ0

AGN and ψ0
PLW are the normalisation constants

computed by integrating the respective source distribu-

tion over redshift up to a cutoff (zmax = 3). Their result-

ing values are presented in Table 1, and the redshift evo-

lutionary histories for our four source models are shown

in Figure 3.

3.2. Cosmic ray luminosity density

The normalisation term C0 in Equation (33) can be

determined from the UHE CR luminosity density, ρCR.

This is the rate of UHE CR energy density generated by

the source population and, at z = 0, it may be expressed

as

ρCR = C0
∑
A

∫ εmax

εmin

dεA εAψx(z)
d

dεA

(
dn?

d t

)∣∣∣∣
z=0

(38)

(cf. Jiang et al. 2020). The exact value of ρCR is poorly

constrained, however it may be roughly estimated by di-

viding the measured UHE CR energy density at z = 0,

around 1054 erg Mpc−3 dex−1 (see Aab et al. 2020),

by a typical CR energy loss time, `/c ∼ 1 Gpc/c ∼
1 Gyr (cf. Figure 1), giving ∼ 1045 erg Mpc−3 yr−1.

This is comparable with more rigorous calculations (e.g.

Berezinsky et al. 2006; Aloisio et al. 2007; Wang et al.

2011; Jiang et al. 2020), although the exact number is

dependent on assumed model parameters – in particu-

lar, the lower energy cut-off of the CR spectrum, and

the redshift distribution of the sources (Wang et al.

2011; Jiang et al. 2020). This variation is evident, as

shown in the studies of Berezinsky et al. (2006) and

Aloisio et al. (2007), where substantially larger values

than our estimate, of 3.5 × 1046 erg Mpc−3 yr−1 and

7 × 1046 erg Mpc−3 yr−1 (at energies above 1018 eV)

respectively, are derived by assuming that there is no

redshift dependence in the UHE CR source popula-

tions. By contrast, much lower values, in the range

0.2 − 2 × 1044 erg Mpc−3 yr−1 (at 3.16 × 1019 eV) were

obtained by Jiang et al. (2020), who adopted a negative

redshift evolution for the UHE CR sources population.

In Wang et al. (2011), a range of values depending on the

assumed source model and energy cut-off are presented:

for energies above 1018 eV, they found the source lumi-

nosity density to be ∼ 0.3−1×1045 ergMpc−3 yr−1, for

a source redshift distribution following that in Yüksel

et al. 2008 (corresponding to the SFR scenario in this

work); ∼ 6 × 1044 erg Mpc−3 yr−1 assuming a redshift

distribution following the AGN scenario as in this work

– cf Equation (36); and ∼ 0.8− 3× 1045 ergMpc−3 yr−1

assuming a source distribution following that of Yüksel

& Kistler (2007) (cf. the GRB source scenario consid-

ered here). While we do not perform detailed model

fitting, we set the UHE CR luminosity density for each

of the source models to give a reasonable flux at z = 0

when compared to Pierre Auger Observatory data (Verzi

2019) – see Figure 5 and Figure 6. The adopted values

(at energies above 5× 1018 eV) are shown in Table 1 for

each of the source models, and these were used to set

the normalisation C0 in Equation (38) above.

3.3. Source spectrum

We model the energy spectrum of the injected CRs

using the spectral form:

dn?

dεA
∝ fA

(
εA
εmin

)−α{
1 (x < 1)

exp (1− x) (x ≥ 1)
(39)

(Taylor et al. 2015; Alves Batista et al. 2019a; Jiang

et al. 2020), where x = εAmec
2/ZARmax, Rmax(V ) is the

rigidity and the energy limits εminmec
2 and εmaxmec

2

retain their earlier values. Our parameter choices for the

spectral index α and rigidity are shown in Table 1. Our

adopted values are comparable to those derived from

fits to Pierre Auger Observatory data in the analysis of

Alves Batista et al. (2019a). We note that α is strongly

dependent on the adopted source population’s redshift

evolution (see Taylor et al. 2015), leading to substantial
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Table 1. Summary of parameter choices adopted for each of the four redshift source distribution
models.

Model Normalization ψ0
x Spectral index α log(Rmax/V ) ρCR/1048 erg Mpc−3 yr−1

(1) SFR ψ0
SFR = 0.054 −1.3 18.2 0.5

(2) GRB ψ0
GRB = 0.013 −1.5 18.2 2.0

(3) AGN ψ0
AGN = 0.0041 −1.0 18.2 0.04

(4) PLW ψ0
PLW = 1.1 +1.0 18.7 15.0

Note—See text for the choices of the model parameters.
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Figure 4. Injection spectra at z = 0 for the four UHE CR source models, SFR, GRB, AGN and PLW as described in Section
3. Qa

A is the comoving source term that specifies the injection of CRs from the astrophysical sources, as sepcified in Equation
(33). The injection composed of four species, with A=1 (1H), 4 (4He), 14 (14N) and 28 (28Si), are shown. Their abundances are
listed in Table 2 (which are the best fit values from Alves Batista et al. 2019a).

differences in our choice of parameter value between the

four models.

3.4. Injected composition

We adopt a simplified CR composition source model,

where the full range of injected species are represented

by the abundances of 1H, 4He, 14N, 28Si and 56Fe. The

individual component spectral forms are indicated in

Figure 4, and their total contribution is normalised such

that f1 +f4 +f14 +f28 +f56 = 1. The fitted composition

fraction values obtained by Alves Batista et al. (2019a)

are adopted for species abundances for each of the four

source populations (SFR, GRB, AGN and PLW). The

CR spectral models used in Alves Batista et al. (2019a)

and this work are slightly different, but the fitted values

given in Alves Batista et al. (2019a) are still a reasonable

choice for our model. Note that we calculate the produc-

tion of all secondary nuclear CR species between 1H and
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Table 2. Abundance fractions adopted in the model for the four different
UHE CR source redshift distributions.

ψx(z) model f1 (1H) f4 (4He) f14 (14N) f28 (28Si) f56 (56Fe)

(1) SFR 0.1628 0.8046 0.0309 0.0018 0.0

(2) GRB 0.5876 0.3973 0.0147 0.0004 0.0

(3) AGN 0.8716 0.0778 0.0469 0.0038 0.0

(4) PLW 0.0003 0.0101 0.8906 0.0990 0.0

56Fe formed as the primary UHE CRs propagate and

interact with cosmological radiation fields. The abun-

dance fractions of the species used in our calculations

are shown in Table 2.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

4.1. Cosmic ray spectrum & composition

The CR spectrum, expected to be observed at z = 0,

was computed by solving the transport equation (Equa-

tion (13) in Section 2.2) numerically using a Runge-

Kutta integrator15. Cases for the four source popula-

tions, SFR, GRB, AGN and PLW, were calculated, with

the numerical integration proceeding from zmax = 3 to

zmin = 0, with an explicit treatment of the injection of

the CR compositions and of the evolution of the source

populations along z. The computed CR flux and com-

position at z = 0 took account of CR propagation and

interaction effects, including cooling, absorption and dis-

integration/spallation (outlined in Section 2). The re-

sults are are presented in Figure 5.

The production of secondary nuclei by photo-

spallation when CRs propagate in intergalactic space

drives the evolution of the composition of CRs, with

heavy nuclei gradually being eroded to spawn lighter nu-

clear species, i.e those of smaller atomic numbers. When

the CRs are injected in our model, they are comprised of

five nuclear species (i.e. 1H, 4He, 14N, 28Si and 56Fe) as

specified by the source models (see Section 3.4). Other

species are produced via spallation as the CRs prop-

agate from their sources to z = 0. This evolution is

captured in Figure 5, which shows the compositions in

four broad bands to represent the binned distribution of

nuclear species when the CRs complete their journey to

reach z = 0.

When setting the abundance of 56Fe to be zero, the

heaviest species injected by the source model (see Sec-

tion 3) is 28Si (A = 28), so no CR nuclei would have

A > 28. As the CRs propagate, nuclei initially hav-

15 An adaptive Runge-Kutta Fehlberg 4th order scheme (Press et al.
1992) was found to be sufficient.

ing A = 28 would become nuclei with A ≤ 28. The

four broad-band composition spectra in Figure 5 and

the corresponding four injection species spectra in Fig-

ure 4 have strikingly similar morphology and relative

strengths. The flux in the band 1 ≤ A ≤ 2 is marginally

higher, relatively, than the injected H fraction by the

source model, while that in the and 3 ≤ A ≤ 6,

7 ≤ A ≤ 19 and 20 ≤ A ≤ 39 is marginally lower

than the injected fractions of 4He, 14N and 28Si respec-

tively. At z = 0 the flux in each band is dominated

by the injected source species, indicating that the evo-

lution of species in an ensemble of CR nuclei propa-

gating over vast distances through intergalactic space is

only marginal (subject to the effects of cosmological ex-

pansion, cooling, absorption, and photo-spallation). We

may therefore conclude that, in the absence of other

additional factors, CR species arriving at z = 0 are

overwhelmingly primary CRs rather than secondaries

re-processed by photo-spallation. This result is not par-

ticularly surprising given that the injection process per-

sists to z = 0, and the rate of photo-spallation inter-

actions is not comparable to the injection of primary

CRs by the sources for the four populations considered.

It also explains the limited evolution seen between the

injected source spectrum and the post-propagation spec-

trum, with cooling rates being easily overcome by new

injections at all energies (see Figure 1, which also clari-

fies that absorption processes dominate over any cooling

process for CRs with energy above 1020 eV).

Our calculations for all considered models yield sim-

ilar spectra at z = 0 to that obtained by observations,

and this agreement is evident (see Figure 5) when com-

paring the computed total flux spectra with data ob-

tained by the Pierre Auger Observatory (PAO) (Verzi

2019). Figure 6 shows a comparison between the total

flux spectra obtained for the four models, SFR, GRB,

AGN and PLW. The AGN source population model was

found to produce (summed) spectra best matching the

observation, while the flux levels in all four model cases

are similar to the PAO observations and other studies

(e.g. Alves Batista et al. 2019a). We note that an im-
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Figure 5. Flux spectra of CRs for the four source models, SFR, GRB, AGN and PLW, propagated to z = 0. The flux spectrum
shown for the assigned range of A has accounted for the production of secondary particles along the CR propagation. The data
(discrete red data points with error bars) obtained by the Pierre Auger Observatory (Verzi 2019) are shown for comparison.
The heaviest species of nucleus injected by the sources considered here is 28Si in all the four models, i.e. all the nuclei have
mass number A 6 28. The contribution from particles with 40 6 A 6 56 is therefore zero.

proved fit cannot be achieved with the parameter range

considered in our models. Model refinement to obtain a

better fit with available data is left to future studies.

Figure 7 further compares the average UHE CR spec-

tral mass composition, 〈lnA〉, for the four source classes

with data (Pierre Auger Collaboration 2013; Yushkov

2019). This shows a clearer distinction between the dif-

ferent source classes, and also clearly rules out the PLW

model as parametrised with Equation (37). The AGN

model is also disfavored in this comparison (particularly

at around EA ∼ 1019 eV), however possible variations

in the adopted hadronic model16, or the possibility of

combined source classes with a refined AGN-type com-

ponent may offer scope for an improved fit.

16 The data shown are computed using the Sibyll 2.3c hadronic
interaction model (Riehn et al. 2017), however other models are
available (e.g. Ostapchenko 2011; Pierog et al. 2015), and these
yield slightly different 〈lnA〉 spectral shapes and normalisations.
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Figure 6. Flux spectra of CRs for the source models, SFR,
GRB, AGN and PLW. In each model, the flux is the to-
tal value obtained by summing the contributions of all the
species considered in the calculations. The data (discrete red
data points with error bars) obtained by the Pierre Auger
Observatory (Verzi 2019) are shown for comparison.
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Figure 7. Average UHE CR mass composition, 〈lnA〉, for
the four source classes, compared to data obtained with the
Pierra Auger Observatory (Pierre Auger Collaboration 2013;
Yushkov 2019) when adopting the Sibyll 2.3c hadronic inter-
action model (Riehn et al. 2017).

4.2. Contributions from distant UHE CR sources

Anisotropy in the arrival directions of UHE CRs above

8 × 1018 eV, at a significance > 5.2σ was recently re-

ported (see Abreu et al. 2010; Aab et al. 2014, 2015;

Pierre Auger Collaboration et al. 2017; Aab et al. 2018;

Abbasi et al. 2018). There are also indications of correla-

tions with certain candidate high-energy cosmic acceler-

ators (see Pierre Auger Collaboration et al. 2007; Abreu

et al. 2010), which include AGN detected in γ-rays and

X-rays (Nemmen et al. 2010; Terrano et al. 2012)17,

as well as source distributions tracing large-scale struc-

tures, with a source population being biased with re-

spect to the distribution of galaxies (Kashti & Waxman

2008). A CR ‘hotspot’ was recently reported by Abbasi

et al. (2014). Studies by Fang et al. (2014) and He et al.
(2016) showed that this hotspot is consistent with a sin-

gle source rather than a chance signal. Clusters of excess

arrivals of UHE CRs above an isotropic background from

the direction of Centaurus A18 have been found in some

analyses (Fargion & D’Armiento 2011; Kim 2013a,b)19.

However, there is no clear detection of excesses around

other nearby radio galaxies, e.g. Centaurus B and Virgo

A (see Fraija et al. 2019; Kobzar et al. 2019).

17 Note that this is in contrast with the finding of Mirabal & Oya
(2010) (see also Álvarez et al. 2016).

18 Centaurus A has been considered as a source able to accelerate
CRs to energies of ∼ 1020 eV at distances above 100 kpc from its
core (Pe’er & Loeb 2012).

19 Accounting also for a smearing effect due to intergalactic mag-
netic fields of order 10 nG (Kim 2013b).

If UHE CRs are produced by sources located nearby

to our Galaxy with a fraction originating from within

the conventional GZK horizon, as well as sources at

large (cosmological) distances, then their arrival flux

could have two components: an isotropic component

corresponding to unresolved distant sources and an

anisotropic component associated with relatively nearby

sources. The reported anisotropies detected in UHE

CRs are consistent with this scenario, and consider-

ation of a foreground and background component in

the UHE CR flux was shown in Kim & Kim (2011)

to improve anisotropy correlations with the positions

of potential nearby sources. This is complimented by

the blind test performed by Rubtsov et al. (2012) for

verifying the hypothesis that AGN were the origin of

UHE CRs, using event sets from Yakutsk, AGASA and

HiRes. Their findings were consistent with a random

background (see also High Resolution Fly’S Eye Col-

laboration et al. 2008, which also found 13 UHE CR

events detected by HiRes in the northern hemisphere to

be consistent with isotropy).

Here, we assess the fraction of UHE CR flux that could

originate at large distances, from sources located be-

yond a GZK ‘horizon’ distance of a few tens Mpc (see

e.g. Kachelrieß & Semikoz 2019), and determine their

contribution to a UHE CR background. Distant CR

sources are homogeneously distributed across the celes-

tial sphere over a range redshifts. Regardless the frac-

tion of their flux which can survive to reach Earth, CRs

originating from these sources should not, at least in

principle, show resolvable anisotropy. To assess the rel-

ative contributions to the CRs observed at z = 0 from

the CRs initially produced by distant sources at differ-

ent redshifts, we computed the flux spectra (for each of

the source models) with several assigned zmax, taking

values from 3.0, 2.0, 1.0 and 0.5. The spectra computed

at z = 0 for four source models are presented in Figure 8

for four values of zmax. This shows that changing either

the source model or zmax leads to discernible changes

in the spectra at z = 0. The contribution of distant

source populations is clearly substantial and naturally

accounts for the emergence of an isotropic (background)

component in the observed UHE CR flux on Earth.

The significance of the distant sources’ contribution

varies among the different source evolution models,

which can be seen from comparing the set of spectra of

different zmax shown in different panels of Figure 8. The

amount of reduction between the spectrum from sources

below z = 3 to that from sources below z = 2 accounts

for a large fraction of the total CR flux arriving at z = 0,

which is at a level between 30−50% in the SFR, GRB

and AGB models. The PLW model however, has a rela-
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Figure 8. Total flux spectra of CRs propagated to z = 0 for the four source models. In each model, the cases for CR injection
truncated at redshifts zmax = 0.5, 1.0, 2.0 and 3.0 (curves from bottom to top) are shown. Comparing the flux spectra for
different redshift truncation reveals that the contributions from distance sources are significant.

tively smaller reduction in the flux for the same redshift

interval, implying that CR flux is dominated by sources

at lower redshifts in that case.

Figure 9 shows the fractional contribution from

sources above a given redshift, fCR(> z), for the four

source models. Most noticeably, the curves for the GRB

and AGN models are practically indistinguishable. The

morphology of the fCR(> z) curve is a manifestation

of the redshift locations where a specific population of

sources has the most significant contribution. The domi-

nant redshift locations of the GRB and AGN CR sources

are very similar to one another (cf. the curves of these

two source populations in Figure 3, particularly above

(z + 1) ≈ 2.5). This, together with the lacking of sub-

stantial numbers of GRB and AGN below (z + 1) ∼ 2.5

leads to their almost identical fCR(> z) curves. Figure

9 indicates that, for all the source population models

considered, a large faction of UHE CR flux observed at

Earth would originate from regions far beyond the con-

ventional GZK horizon of a few tens Mpc, and would

not be attributed to local sources. If the UHE CRs are

predominantly produced as a consequence of star forma-

tion, which is represented by the SFR model here, then

∼ 50% of the CRs could originate from as far as z ∼ 2

or above.

These findings are robust. The results obtained from

our calculations are not sensitive to the assumed com-

position of the injected UHE CR flux. The outcome is

similar even if the CR injections are restricted to a single

species (of any of the five nuclei considered). This is in

line with the chemical evolution due to photo-spallation

processes being insignificant, otherwise, the composition

evolution of CRs would be strongly manifested in the CR

energy spectra of the species observed at Earth.

5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In this work we investigated the UHE CR flux and

spectra at z = 0 with the explicit considerations of (i)

the distribution of candidate sources in the cosmologi-

cal context (modeled as four different redshift-dependent

populations, denoted as SFR, GRB, AGN and PLW as

described in previous sections), (ii) the composition of

the injected CR nuclear species (specified by the abun-

dance of 1H, 4He, 28Si and 56Fe species), and (iii) the

relevant radiative and cooling processes, and particle ab-

sorption interactions (which include photo-spallation for
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Figure 9. The fraction of CRs that originate from redshift higher than z, fCR(> z), for the four source models. The bottom
abscissa shows the redshift z, and the top abscissa the corresponding comoving distances, for the cosmological model with
Ωm,0 = 0.315 ± 0.007, Ωr,0 ≈ 0, ΩΛ,0 = 0.685 ± 0.007, and h = 0.673 ± 0.006 (see Section 2.2). The curves for the GRB and
AGN models are almost indistinguishable, a consequence of the redshift evolution of GRB and AGN, in that most contributions
from their respective sources are located at similar redshifts (see Figure 3).

the CR nuclei when interacting with CMB and EBL ra-

diation fields). We solved the particle transport equa-

tions numerically and determined the evolution of CR

properties, in particular the CR flux and spectra and

the compositions of species for each model. Our calcu-

lations have shown that sources at redshifts as high as

z ∼ (2 − 3) can contribute substantially to UHE CRs

detected on Earth, with different source classes being

distinguishable using the average UHE CR mass com-

position spectrum at z = 0. Comparison with average
CR mass data obtained from the Pierre Auger Obser-

vatory allowed a strong contribution from a PLW-type

source population (as parametrised with Equation 37)

to be ruled out.

Regardless of population class, we find that most of

the UHE CRs from these distant source populations

are primary particles, despite the large cosmological dis-

tances that they have traversed. These UHE CRs are

diffuse and isotropic, as they are of cosmological ori-

gin. They constitute the isotropic background on which

an anisotropic UHE CR component associated with the

nearby CR accelerators is superimposed.
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APPENDIX

A. EXTRA-GALACTIC BACKGROUND LIGHT

Extra-galactic background light is comprised of radi-

ation emitted from astrophysical objects. Its energy is

mainly concentrated in two spectral peaks – one at op-

tical wavelengths, being broadly associated with stel-

lar emission from within populations of galaxies, while
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Table 3. Summary of parameter choices for z = 0
EBL model, approximating an upper-estimate for
the EBL using blackbody components (Hauser &
Dwek 2001). Dimensionless weights fi,0 have been
estimated from relative normalisations.

Componenta T/K Θi fi,0

Dust 62 1.1× 10−8 3.5× 10−7

UV/O (1) 400 6.7× 10−8 9.0× 10−12

UV/O (2) 1,000 1.7× 10−7 4.5× 10−13

UV/O (3) 3,000 5.1× 10−7 1.4× 10−14

UV/O (4) 5,500 9.3× 10−7 6.0× 10−16

UV/O (5) 12,000 2.0× 10−6 6.1× 10−17

aNote that the UV/O components are not
physically-motivated. These are adopted to pro-
vide a sufficient approximation to the EBL spec-
trum in the energy range of interest while affording
analytical tractability.

the other is at infra-red wavelengths, and is presumably

dominated by dust-reprocessed astrophysical emission

(also mainly originating from within galaxies).

The EBL is well-studied observationally in the lo-

cal Universe (see Cooray 2016). However, its redshift

evolution is less well-constrained (for EBL constraints

from observations over a range of redshifts, see e.g.

Franceschini & Rodighiero 2017), and is determined by

the evolution of its astrophysical source populations.

While many approaches have been taken to model the

cosmological evolution of the EBL in detail, including

forward-evolutionary models (e.g. Kneiske & Dole 2010;

Finke et al. 2010), backward-evolutionary models (e.g.

Domı́nguez et al. 2011; Stecker et al. 2012), and semi-

analytical models (e.g. Gilmore et al. 2012; Inoue et al.
2013), these are each subject to certain inherent assump-

tions and uncertainties leading to substantial variations

in predictions between models and modeling approaches.

Although the EBL has been shown to affect the cos-

mological propagation of UHE CRs (e.g. Allard et al.

2005; Aloisio et al. 2013b), and the exact form of model

adopted has been demonstrated to have non-negligible

effects on the spectrum of UHE CRs (e.g. Aloisio et al.

2013b), we do not find it to have substantial impacts on

the results of this study, with any EBL model (if reason-

able) yielding comparable results. We therefore adopt

a simple analytic representation of the EBL, comprised

of six superposed blackbody components, as listed in

Table 3. Of these, one is attributed to dust (infrared)

emission and the remaining five are a non-physical ap-

proximation to the UV/optical part of the EBL that

presumably arises from stellar emission. Of these five,

only the components ‘UV/O (1)’ and ‘UV/O (2)’ fall

within the photon energy range relevant to our calcula-

tions.20 The components i each take the form

ni(εph, z) =
8πfi(z)

λ3
c

ε2ph

exp(εph/Θi)− 1
, (A1)

where terms retain their earlier definitions. The

redshift-dependent dimensionless weights of the compo-

nents are

fi(z) = fi,0

(1 + z)3.1 , z < zcut

(1 + zcut)
3.1 , z ≥ zcut

, (A2)

up to z = 3, where zcut = 1.4, which follows the

‘baseline’ EBL redshift evolution model in Aloisio et al.

(2013b). More detailed investigation of the impact of

the redshift evolution of the EBL on UHE CR propa-

gation falls beyond the scope of this paper, and is more

appropriate for a dedicated future study. Temperature,

energy density, dimensionless temperature Θi and z = 0

dimensionless weights fi,0 for each EBL model compo-

nent i are listed in Table 3. These choices have been
shown to give reasonable consistency with local obser-

vational constraints (Hauser & Dwek 2001). Note that,

for comparison, in the case of the CMB, f = 1 and

Θ(z) = 4.58× 10−10 (1 + z).
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